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Recording software for virtual environments (VMware ESXi), storage of up to 120 video streams on two instances (60 + 60), unlimited licenses for access with clients included, ready-to-run image
The recording software must be designed to run as a virtual machine on server systems running a VMware ESXi hypervisor. The package of application and a low-maintenance as well as hardened Linux operating system must be provided ready-to-run for quick and easy copying into an instance of the hypervisor. The operating system may not allow the installation of third-party software and must support the disabling of all unneeded services and ports. In addition to a proprietary file system for data storage, it must offer encrypted data transmission for maximum data security.
The recording software must be able to be operated on a high-performance server in two instances with a recording capacity of up to 60 video streams each (up to 120 streams in total). The number of video streams must be conveniently licensable by entering an appropriate code.  The manufacturer must recommend high-performance servers that support a high storage speed with a data throughput of up to 480 Mbps per instance
The manufacturer must offer cameras that locally buffer the video stream in the event of a network failure (e.g., spanning tree, bursts). Accordingly, the recording software must provide a function that ensures rapid retrieval and storage of the buffered video streams after network recovery. After that, the recording software must automatically and seamlessly continue recording the live streams.
The manufacturer must offer a performant and multifunctional video management client software for the evaluation of live images and recordings. The software must be able to run on workstations with Microsoft Windows 10 (64 bit) and offer functions for fast and convenient retrieval of searched incidents based on analysis data. At a minimum, these convenience functions must include searching by object and incident type in defined image areas. The search results must be displayed with preview images and marked in a timeline, and it must be possible to display the relevant sequence directly by drag & drop. Licenses for simultaneous access with an unlimited number of clients must be included in the scope of delivery of the recording system.
The recording software must offer an optional function that transcodes high-resolution video streams (live and playback) for transmission in low-bandwidth networks and over the Internet independently of the recording settings. Based on this feature, a manufacturer's client software must be able to access the video streams in a resource-efficient manner, even across locations via the Internet. The corresponding license must be valid for all instances of a server.
The recording software must be delivered as a ready-to-run image for commercial and industrial use with 24/7/365 continuous operation.





Software:
Supported hypervisor			VMware ESXi 6.0 / 6.5
Operating system 			Linux (proprietary, hardened)
Application 				Recording Server Software with GUI
Languages 				English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Russian
Performance:
Recording				Up to 60× high-resolution video streams per instance
Instances				Up to 2× instances per server
Video compression 			H.264, H.265, MJPEG, depending on the camera
Resolution 				Up to 12 MP, depending on the camera
Frame rate per stream			Up to 30 fps, depending on the camera
Bit rat per stream 			Up to 50 Mbps, depending on the camera
Data throughput (total bit rate)		Up to 480 Mbps per instance
Server Data:
CPU virtual				8 vCPU
CPU cores physical 			8 pCPU
RAM virtual 				8 vRAM
RAM physical 				8 pRAM
Access speed drives 			400 IOpsec
Network 				1000 Mbps
Operating system 			Linux
Integration:
Programming interface 			Integration into 3rd party systems using API
ONVIF compliance 			Cameras with Profile S supported

